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Abstract

Small satellites, such as CubeSats, have to respect time, spatial and energy constraints in the harsh space environment. To
tackle this issue, this paper presents and evaluates two fault tolerant online scheduling algorithms: the algorithm scheduling all tasks
as aperiodic (called ONEOFF) and the algorithm placing arriving tasks as aperiodic or periodic tasks (called ONEOFF&CYCLIC).
Based on several scenarios, the results show that the performances of ordering policies are influenced by the system load and the
proportions of simple and double tasks to all tasks to be executed. The ”Earliest Deadline” and ”Earliest Arrival Time” ordering
policies for ONEOFF or the ”Minimum Slack” ordering policy for ONEOFF&CYCLIC reject the least tasks in all tested scenarios.
The paper also deals with the analysis of scheduling time to evaluate real-time performances of ordering policies and shows that
ONEOFF requires less time to find a new schedule than ONEOFF&CYCLIC. Finally, it was found that the studied algorithms
perform well also in a harsh environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The idea of CubeSats dates back to 1999 and its aim was to provide affordable access to space by defining standard

dimensions to reduce costs and time [1]. At present, CubeSats become more and more popular, their number of launches

increases and they are built not only at universities but also by companies and space agencies [2].

CubeSats are small satellites consisting of several units (e.g. 1U, 2U, 3U or 6U) where each unit (1U) is a 10 cm cube,

which can weigh up to 1.3 kg [1]. CubeSats are composed of several systems, such as on-board computer, electrical power

system, attitude determination and control system, communication system, and payload. Their missions are aimed at scientific

investigations, like studying urban heat islands [3].

CubeSats operate in the harsh space environment, where they are exposed to charged particles and radiations. These

phenomena cause both transient effects, such as single event upsets, and long-term effects, e.g. total ionising dose [4].

Consequently, it is necessary for CubeSats to be robust against faults to achieve their mission.

Our aim is to provide CubeSats with fault tolerance. As there are several systems aboard CubeSats and most of them has its

own processor, we present a solution gathering all processors on one board. This modification will reduce space and weight

and improve the system resilience. First, a shielding against radiation will be easier to put into practice [5]. Second, a CubeSat

will remain operational even in case of a permanent processor failure because processors are not dedicated to one system

(as it is done in current CubeSats) and each processor can execute any task. Although this implementation choice may seem

considerable, it was successfully realised on board of ArduSat, which counts 17 processors on one board [6].

Once all processors are gathered on one board, we intend to use the proposed scheduling algorithms dealing with all tasks

(no matter the system) on board of any CubeSat or any small satellite. These algorithms schedule all types of tasks (periodic,

sporadic and aperiodic), detect faults and take appropriate measures to provide correct results. They are executed online in

order to promptly manage occurring faults and respect real-time constraints. They are mainly meant for CubeSats based on

commercial-off-the-shelf processors, which are not necessarily designed to be used in space applications and therefore more

vulnerable to faults than radiation hardened processors.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• we assess the algorithm performances using the rejection rate (which represents the ratio of rejected tasks to all arriving

tasks and which we try to minimise) for different scenarios; whenever possible the results are compared to the optimal

solution provided by CPLEX solver;

• we analyse the scheduling time of ordering policies for two studied algorithms;

• we evaluate how the algorithms deal with faults;

• based on the algorithm performances, we suggest which algorithm should be used on board of the CubeSat.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section II sums up the related work on fault tolerance in CubeSats and

Section III presents our system, task and fault models. The algorithms are described in Section IV. Section V then introduces

the experimental framework and the results are analysed in Section VI. Section VII concludes this paper.



II. FAULT TOLERANCE IN CUBESATS

This section summarises how the fault tolerance is put into practice on board of CubeSats.

First of all, we stress that not all CubeSats are fault tolerant mainly due to financial or time constraints [7]. If a CubeSat is

made more robust, the fault tolerance is implemented rather in hardware than in software. Though, a usual hardware technique

is redundancy of several or all components [8], 43% of CubeSats do not use any redundancy due to budget, time or space

constraints [9]. Other fault tolerant techniques aboard CubeSats are for example watchdog timers [10] or data protection

techniques [11]. It is also possible to analyse error reports, scan important parameters, like power consumption or temperature,

in order to detect abnormal behaviour and send appropriate commands if necessary [8], [11], [12].

Even though software techniques are not common in CubeSats, they are widely used in other applications, e.g. creation of

several task copies [13], [14] or task rescheduling [15].

III. SYSTEM, FAULT AND TASK MODELS

Similarly to the model in [16], the studied system consists of P interconnected identical processors1. It handles all tasks on

board of the CubeSat. These tasks are mostly related to housekeeping (like sensor measurements), communication with ground

station and storing or reading data from memory.

The task model distinguishes aperiodic and periodic tasks. An aperiodic task is characterised by arrival time ai, execution

time eti, deadline di and task type tti, which will be defined in the next paragraph. A periodic task has several instances

and has four attributes: φi (which is the arrival time of the first instance), execution time eti, period Ti and task type tti. We

consider that the relative deadline equals the period. For both, aperiodic and periodic tasks, a task must be executed before

deadline or beginning of the next period, respectively.

As for the fault model, it considers both transient and permanent faults and it distinguishes two task types: simple (S) and

double (D) tasks depending on the fault detection. For both task types, we differentiate two types of task copies: primary copy

(PC) and backup copy (BC). The former copies are necessary for task execution in a fault-free environment. If a primary copy

is faulty, the corresponding backup copy is scheduled. Simple tasks have only one PC because a fault is detected by timeout,

no received acknowledgment or failure of data checks. By contrast, the fault detection for double tasks requires the execution

of two PCs2 and then their comparison because fault detection techniques for simple tasks may not be sufficient to detect a

fault.

Our objective is to minimise the task rejection rate subject to real-time and reliability constraints, which means maximising

the number of tasks being correctly executed before deadline even if a fault occurs.

IV. PRESENTATION OF ALGORITHMS

This section describes two algorithms meant for global scheduling on multiprocessor systems. First of all, it starts with

several general principles applicable for both of them.

All tasks arriving to the system are ordered in a task queue using different policies. The policies for aperiodic tasks are as

follows: Random, Minimum Slack (MS) first, Highest ratio of eti to (di-t) first, Lowest ratio of eti to (di-t) first, Longest

Execution Time (LET) first, Shortest Execution Time (SET) first, Earliest Arrival Time (EAT) first and Earliest Deadline (ED)

first; and the ones for periodic tasks are as reads: Random, Minimum Slack (MS) first, Longest Execution Time (LET) first,

Shortest Execution Time (SET) first, Earliest Phase (EP) first and Rate Monotonic (RM).

A preemption is not authorised but the task rejection is allowed. A task ti is rejected at time t and removed from the task

queue if its task copies do not meet its deadline, i.e. t + eti > di for the aperiodic task or t + eti > φi + k · Ti for the kth

instance of periodic task. We remind the reader that a simple task ti has one PC (denoted by PCi), whereas a double task ti
has two PCs (labeled respectively PCi,1 and PCi,2) in a fault-free environment.

execution time

start time
(ai or φi + (k − 1) · Ti)

deadline - α · eti deadline
(di or φi + k · Ti)

Figure 1: Principle of scheduling task copies

1To simplify, a system presented in this paper is composed of homogeneous processors sharing the same memory. Nevertheless, this model can be easily
extended to a system with heterogeneous processors, like in [17].

2Two task copies of the same task ti can overlap each other on different processors but it is not necessary. However, they must not be executed on one
processor in order to be able to detect a faulty processor.



As Figure 1 shows, all primary copies are scheduled as soon as possible to avoid idle processors just after the task arrival

and possible high processor load later. As our goal is to minimise the task rejection, the algorithm reserves a certain time of

the task window to place a backup copy if the PC execution is faulty. The end of the PC scheduling window is defined as

di − α · eti for the aperiodic task and φi + k · Ti − α · eti for the kth instance of periodic task (with α > 1). In this paper,

we consider without lost of generality that α = 1. If the algorithm finds out that a primary copy was faulty, the corresponding

backup copy is scheduled and can start its execution immediately, i.e. even during the PC scheduling window, because its

results are necessary.

As for the processor allocation, we call a slot, a time interval on processor schedule. The algorithm starts to check the first

free slot on each processor and then, if a solution was not found, it continues with next slots (second, third, ...) until a solution

is obtained or all free slots on all processors tested. The principle of the search is illustrated in Figure 2, where xCi stands

for primary or backup copy of task ti.

Figure 2: Principle of algorithm search for a free slot

A. Mathematical Programming Formulation

We define the mathematical programming formulation of the studied scheduling problem as follows:

max

Set of tasks
∑

i

ti is accepted

subject to






























1) ai 6 start(PCi) < end(PCi) 6 di − eti

2)

{

For simple tasks: PCi ∈ Px ⇒ BCi /∈ Px

For double tasks: PCi,1 ∈ Px ⇒ (PCi,2 /∈ Px and BCi /∈ Px) and PCi,2 ∈ Py ⇒ BCi /∈ Py

3) (xCi and xCj) ∈ Px ⇒ end(xCi) 6 start(xCj) or end(xCj) 6 start(xCi)

4) For double tasks: PCi,1 scheduled ⇔ PCi,2 scheduled

The objective function is to maximise the number of accepted tasks, which is equivalent to minimise the task rejection rate.

The first constraint is related to the PC scheduling window depicted in Figure 1 and the second one forbids task copies of the

same task to be scheduled on the same processor. The third constraint stands for no overlap among task copies xC (i.e. PC
or BC) on one processor, i.e. only one task copy can be scheduled per processor at the same time. The last constraint requires

that both primary copies of double tasks are scheduled.

B. Online Scheduling Algorithm for All Tasks Scheduled as Aperiodic Tasks (ONEOFF)

The online algorithm scheduling arriving tasks as aperiodic ones is called ONEOFF in this paper. When it is used, all tasks

are considered as aperiodic, which means that each instance of periodic task is transformed into an aperiodic task3.

The principle of ONEOFF is summarised in Figure 3.

First (Line 1), the algorithm is triggered if (i) a processor becomes idle, (ii) a processor is idle and a task arrives, or (iii) a

fault occurs.

If there is neither task arrival nor fault occurrence and a processor becomes/is idle (i.e. Case (i)), a new search for a schedule

is not necessary and task copies are committed using an already defined schedule (Lines 2-6).

Otherwise (Lines 7-19), new task copies (PC(s) for new task and BC for task impacted by fault) are added to the task queue.

Then, the algorithm removes all task copies, which have not yet started their execution, it orders tasks in the queue using the

chosen ordering policy and it searches for a new schedule. Finally, the task copies starting at time t are committed.

The complexity for one search for a schedule where N is the number of tasks in the task queue and P is the number of

processors is as follows. The complexity to order a task queue is O (N log(N)) and the one to add a task in an already

3The arrival time ai equals φi + (k − 1) · Ti and the deadline di is computed as ai + Ti. The execution time eti and the task type tti are not modified.



Input: Mapping and scheduling of already scheduled tasks, (task ti)
Output: Updated mapping and scheduling

1: if there is a scheduling trigger at time t then
2: if a processor becomes idle and there is neither task arrival nor fault occurrence then
3: if an already scheduled task copy starts at time t then
4: Commit this task copy
5: else
6: Nothing to do
7: end if
8: else ⊲ processor is idle and task arrives and/or fault occurs
9: if a (simple or double) task ti arrives then

10: Add one or two PCi to the task queue
11: end if
12: if a fault occurs during the task tk then
13: Add BCk to the task queue
14: end if
15: Remove task copies having not yet started their execution
16: Order the task queue
17: for each task in the task queue do
18: Map and schedule its task copies (PC(s) or BC)
19: end for
20: if an already scheduled task copy starts at time t then
21: Commit this task copy
22: else
23: Nothing to do
24: end if
25: end if
26: end if

Figure 3: Principle of online algorithm scheduling all tasks as aperiodic tasks (ONEOFF)

ordered queue is O (N). Then, it takes O (P ·N · (# task copies)) to map and schedule tasks from the task queue and

O (1) to commit a task copy. If we consider that the task queue is always ordered, the overall worst-case complexity is

O (N + P ·N · (# task copies) + 1).

C. Online Scheduling Algorithm for All Tasks Scheduled as Aperiodic or Periodic Tasks (ONEOFF&CYCLIC)

The online algorithm scheduling arriving tasks as aperiodic or periodic tasks is called ONEOFF&CYCLIC. It is aware that

there are not only aperiodic tasks but also periodic ones. Therefore, there are two task sets: one for periodic tasks and one for

aperiodic ones.

The principle of ONEOFF&CYCLIC is summed up in Figure 4.

First (Line 1), the algorithm is triggered (i) if a processor becomes idle, and/or if there is (ii) an arrival of aperiodic task(s),

(iii) an arrival/withdrawal4 of periodic task(s), or (iv) a fault during task execution.

In the case a processor becomes/is idle (Case (i)), a new search for a schedule is not carried out and task copies are committed

using an already defined schedule (Lines 2-6). As there is no modification in task sets, the schedule of one hyperperiod, which

is the least common multiple of task periods, is repeated until one of Cases (ii)-(iv) happens.

Otherwise (Lines 7-23), the task sets of periodic and aperiodic tasks are updated and all task copies, which have not yet

started their execution, are removed from the former schedule. Afterwards (Lines 15-19), tasks are ordered and the algorithm

schedules aperiodic tasks and periodic ones. Finally (Lines 20-23), the task copies starting at time t are committed.

Similarly to ONEOFF, we denote Naper as the number of aperiodic task in the task queue and Nper as the number of

task instances per hyperperiod of periodic tasks in the task queue. The overall worst-case complexity is O (Naper + P ·Naper

·(# task copies) +Nper + P ·Nper · (# task copies) + 1).

V. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK

When a CubeSat orbits the Earth, two main phases can be identified from the scheduling point of view: communication

and no-communication phases. During the no-communication phase (marked by red dashed line in Figure 5), there is no

communication between a CubeSat and a ground station and the CubeSat mainly executes periodic tasks associated with for

example telemetry, reading/storing data or checks. If there is an interrupt due to an unexpected or asynchronous event, it is

considered as an aperiodic task. When a communication with a ground station is possible, i.e. during the communication phase,

periodic tasks related to the communication are executed in addition to the previously mentioned tasks.

4A possibility to add and withdraw a periodic task from the task set allows us to model sporadic tasks related to the communication between a CubeSat
and a ground station. More details are presented in Section V.



Input: Mapping and scheduling of already scheduled tasks, (task ti)
Output: Updated mapping and scheduling

1: if there is a scheduling trigger at time t then
2: if a processor becomes idle and there is neither arrival/withdrawal of periodic task nor arrival of aperiodic task nor fault occurrence

then
3: if an already scheduled task copy starts at time t then
4: Commit this task copy
5: else
6: Nothing to do
7: end if
8: else ⊲ processor is idle and there is a change in set of periodic or aperiodic tasks and/or a fault occurs
9: if a periodic task ti arrives or is withdrawn then

10: Add/withdraw one or two PCi to/from the queue of periodic tasks
11: end if
12: if an aperiodic task ti arrives then
13: Add one or two PCi to the queue of aperiodic tasks
14: end if
15: if a fault occurs during the task tk then
16: Add BCk to the queue of aperiodic tasks
17: end if
18: Remove task copies having not yet started their execution
19: Order the task queues
20: for each task in the task queue of aperiodic tasks do
21: Map and schedule its task copies (PC(s) or BC)
22: end for
23: for each task in the task queue of periodic tasks do
24: Map and schedule its task copies (PC(s) or BC)
25: end for
26: if an already scheduled task copy starts at time t then
27: Commit this task copy
28: else
29: Nothing to do
30: end if
31: end if
32: end if

Figure 4: Principle of online algorithm scheduling all tasks as periodic or aperiodic tasks (ONEOFF&CYCLIC)

Y Communication duration:
about 10 min

One orbit duration around the Earth:
about 95 min

Figure 5: Communication phase (green dot-and-dash line) and no-communication phase (red dashed line)

The data used in our experimental framework are based on real CubeSat data provided by the Auckland Program for Space

Systems (APSS)5 and by the Space Systems Design Lab (SSDL)6. These data were gathered by functionality and generalised

in order to generate more data for our simulations. They are respectively called Scenario APSS and Scenario RANGE and

summarised in Tables I and II, where U denotes a uniform distribution and one hyperperiod is the least common multiple of

task periods.

In order to further analyse the algorithm performances (see Section VI), we also modified Scenario APSS. This scenario

is called Scenario APSS-modified. Its tasks are the same as for Scenario APSS but the periods of 500ms were prolonged to

1000ms and periods longer than 5000ms were shortened to 5000ms. The number of tasks, whose periods were modified,

per period were computed pro rata. Thus, the system load and the proportion of simple and double tasks for Scenarios APSS

and APSS-modified are the same.

To model dynamic aspect, although task sets are defined in advance for simulations, they are unknown to the algorithms

until discrete simulation time equals the arrival time (for aperiodic tasks) or phase (for periodic and sporadic tasks).

To evaluate the algorithms, 20 simulations of 2 hyperperiods were realised and the obtained values were averaged.

5https://space.auckland.ac.nz/auckland-program-for-space-systems-apss/
6http://www.ssdl.gatech.edu/



Table I: Set of tasks for Scenario APSS

Periodic tasks

Function
Task

type

Phase

φi

Period Ti Execution time eti
#

tasks

Communication D U(0; T ) 500 ms U(1ms; 10ms) 2

Reading data S U(0; T ) 1000 ms U(100ms; 500ms) 10

Telemetry D U(0; T ) 5000 ms U(1ms; 10ms) 2

Storing data S U(0; T ) 10000 ms U(100ms; 500ms) 7

Readings D U(0; T ) 60000 ms U(1ms; 10ms) 2

Sporadic tasks related to communication

Function
Task

type

Phase

φi

Period Ti Execution time eti
#

tasks

Communication S U(0; T ) 500 ms U(1ms; 10ms) 46

Aperiodic tasks

Function Task type Arrival time ai Execution time eti # tasks

Interrupts D U(0; 100000ms) U(1ms; 10ms) 1

Table II: Set of tasks for Scenario RANGE

Periodic tasks

Function
Task

type

Phase

φi

Period Ti Execution time eti
#

tasks

Kalman filter D U(0; T ) 100 ms U(1ms; 30ms) 1

Attitude control D U(0; T ) 100 ms U(10ms; 30ms) 1

Sensor polling D U(0; T ) 100 ms U(1ms; 5ms) 5

Telemetry gathering S U(0; T ) 20000 ms U(100ms; 500ms) 1

Telemetry beaconing S U(0; T ) 30000 ms U(10ms; 100ms) 2

Self-check D U(0; T ) 30000 ms U(1ms; 10ms) 5

Sporadic tasks related to communication

Function
Task

type

Phase

φi

Period Ti Execution time eti
#

tasks

Communication S U(0; T ) 500 ms U(1ms; 10ms) 10

Aperiodic tasks

Function Task type Arrival time ai Exec. time eti # tasks

Interrupts, GPS D U(0; 10000ms) U(1ms; 50ms) 10

To compare our results, resolutions carried out in CPLEX solver7 (described in Section IV-A) were computed based on the

same data set. To model real-time aspect (i.e. dynamic task arrival) in CPLEX solver, at each task arrival, the main function

updates data (arrival/withdrawal of periodic task and/or arrival of aperiodic task) and launches a new resolution using the

current data set. Due to computational time constraints in this case, only results for ONEOFF&CYCLIC were obtained and no

fault was injected.

For simulations with fault injection, we take into account that the worst estimated fault rate in the real space environment is

10−5 fault/ms [18]. Therefore, we inject faults at the level of task copies with fault rate for each processor between 1 · 10−5

and 1 · 10−3 fault/ms in order to assess algorithm performances not only using the real fault rate but also its higher values.

For the sake of simplicity, we consider only transient faults and that one fault can impact at most one task copy.

Regarding the metrics, we make use of the rejection rate, which is the ratio of rejected tasks to all arriving tasks, and the

system throughput, which counts the number of correctly executed tasks. In a fault-free environment, this metric is equal to the

number of tasks minus the number of rejected tasks. The task queue length stands for the number of tasks in the task queue,

which are about to be ordered and scheduled. The algorithm run-time is measured by the scheduling time, which accounts for

the time elapsed during one scheduling search.

VI. RESULTS

First, we compare the rejection rate for both algorithms. Second, we analyse the scheduling time of each ordering policy

for both algorithms. Third, we evaluate the algorithm performances in the presence of faults.

A. Rejection Rate of ONEOFF and ONEOFF&CYCLIC

We compare different ordering policies for three scenarios to choose which policy is the best in terms of the rejection

rate. Before analysing separately the performances of ONEOFF and ONEOFF&CYCLIC, we focus on the system load and task

proportions for each scenario in a fault-free environment.

Based on Tables I and II, we computed the theoretical processor load when considering both maximum and mean execution

times of each task. We remind the reader that a simple task has one primary copy and a double task has two primary copies.

7https://www.ibm.com/analytics/cplex-optimizer
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(b) No-communication phase

Figure 6: Theoretical processor load when considering maximum and mean execution times (et) of each task
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Figure 7: Proportions of double and simple tasks

The results are depicted in Figure 6 representing the processor load respectively for both communication phases as a function

of the number of processors.

Scenario RANGE has lower theoretical processor load than other two scenarios no matter the communication phase.

Theoretically, it means that all tasks for Scenario RANGE can be scheduled (maximum theoretical processor load is between

22% for 10-processor systems and 82% for 3-processor systems) while it is not always possible for Scenarios APSS and

APSS-modified because the maximum theoretical processor load exceeds 100% when a CubeSat has only a few processors.

Regarding the proportion of simple and double tasks, they are represented in Figure 7. It can be observed that during the

communication phase the percentage of double tasks for Scenarios APSS and APSS-modified is low (about 4%) while the task

set for Scenario RANGE consists of 78% double tasks. During the no-communication phase, the percentage of simple tasks

is almost negligible (0.02%) for Scenario RANGE and it is about 30% for other two scenarios.

To conclude, our experimental framework makes use of two very different sets of scenarios. On the one hand, Scenarios

APSS and APSS-modified have high system load and high proportion of simple tasks compared to double tasks. On the other

hand, Scenario RANGE contains mainly double tasks and has lower system load.

1) Analysis of ONEOFF: Figure 8 show the rejection rate of Scenarios APSS and APSS-modified for both communication

phases as a function of the number of processors. Scenario RANGE is not presented because the rejection rate is 0 regardless

of ordering policy and communication phase. This is due to the task data set, which has rather low system load. We notice

that the ”Earliest Deadline” or ”Earliest Arrival Time” techniques overall reject the least tasks.

2) Analysis of ONEOFF&CYCLIC: Figure 9 depict the rejection rate of Scenarios APSS and APSS-modified for both

communication phases as a function of the number of processors. In these figures, we plot not only studied ordering policies

but also a curve presenting the optimal solution provided by CPLEX solver. In general, the algorithm using the ordering policy
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Figure 8: Rejection rate of ONEOFF as a function of the number of processors
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(a) Scenario APSS; com. phase
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(b) Scenario APSS-mod.; com. ph.
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(c) Scenario APSS; no-com. phase
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(d) Scenario APSS-mod.; no-com. ph.

Figure 9: Rejection rate of ONEOFF&CYCLIC as a function of the number of processors
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(b) ONEOFF&CYCLIC

Figure 10: Scheduling time as a function of the number of processors (Scenario APSS; no-communication phase)

achieving the lowest rejection rate has its competitive ratio of 2 or 3, which are rather good results taking into account that

our search is not exhaustive compared to the search for optimal solution.

Scenario RANGE is again not presented because the rejection rate of all ordering policies no matter communication phase is

close or equal to 0 (in general the rejection rate is less than 1%) due to lower system load. As for depicted scenarios, it is not so

straightforward to determine one policy, which always performs well. A reasonable choice is the ”Minimum Slack” or ”Earliest

Phase” during the communication phase and the ”Minimum Slack” or ”Longest Execution Time” during the no-communication

phase. Altogether, the ”Minimum Slack” policy performs well regardless of communication phase. Nevertheless, the rejection

rate of ONEOFF&CYCLIC is in general higher than the one of ONEOFF.

3) Comparison of Different Scenarios: The performances of a given ordering policy are influenced by the system load and

the task proportions. The influence of the former factor is illustrated by Scenario RANGE, which has much lower (or none)

rejection rate than other two scenarios. The impact of the latter factor is demonstrated by the difference in the rejection rate for

Scenarios APSS and APSS-modified. For several ordering policies, the rejection rate is higher during the no-communication

phase than during the communication one despite the fact that there are less tasks during the no-communication phase. Actually,

there are 29.4% double tasks during the no-communication phase against 4.2% double tasks during the communication phase.

In order not to oversize the system, it is useless to consider more than 6 processors because, when an ordering policy is

well chosen, no task is rejected.

B. Comparison of Scheduling Time

In this section, we compare the scheduling time of ONEOFF and ONEOFF&CYCLIC. First, we will analyse Scenario APSS

and then Scenario APSS-modified. Scenario RANGE is not presented because the results of ONEOFF&CYCLIC are qualitatively

similar to the ones of Scenario APSS. As for the results of ONEOFF, there are several variations since the task queue length

does not have significant differences for different ordering policies as for Scenario APSS.

Figure 10 represent the scheduling time of Scenario APSS for ONEOFF and ONEOFF&CYCLIC during the no-communication

phase as a function of the number of processors. The scheduling time during the communication phase is qualitatively similar

to the ones in Figure 10 but approximately 4 times longer for ONEOFF&CYCLIC and 2 times longer for ONEOFF (when there

is less than 5 processors). The communication phase takes more time to find a schedule than the no-communication phase

because there are more tasks.

Moreover, there is no significant difference among ordering policies for ONEOFF while there is one for ONEOFF&CYCLIC.

The ordering policies that achieve the lowest scheduling time for ONEOFF are the ”Shortest Execution Time”, ”Lowest ratio

of et/(d − t)” and ”Earliest Deadline”. As for ONEOFF&CYCLIC, we point out the ”Longest Execution Time”, ”Minimum

Slack” and ”Highest ratio of et/(d− t)” techniques as the best ordering policies and the ”Shortest Execution Time” and ”Rate

Monotonic” techniques as the worst ones in terms of the scheduling time.
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(a) Communication phase
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(b) No-communication phase

Figure 11: Mean value of the task queue length with standard deviations as a function of the number of processors (ONEOFF;

Scenario APSS)
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(b) ONEOFF&CYCLIC

Figure 12: Scheduling time as a function of the number of processors (Scenario APSS-modified; no-communication phase)

The scheduling time is related to the algorithm complexity, which is defined in Sections IV-B and IV-C for ONEOFF and

ONEOFF&CYCLIC, respectively. One of the terms standing for the complexity is the number of tasks in the task queue. To

show the trend of the task queue length, Figure 11 depict the mean value of the task queue length with standard deviations

during both communication phases for ONEOFF and Scenario APSS. We notice that the higher the number of processors, the

shorter the task queue and that ordering policies have significant differences in the number of tasks in the task queue when a

system has a low number of processors.

Consequently, the scheduling time of ONEOFF decreases with the higher number of processors because the task queue is

shorter owing to more scheduling triggers. Regarding the scheduling time of ONEOFF&CYCLIC, it raises when the number

of processors increases even though the number of tasks is almost constant (the set of periodic tasks remains the same for

a given phase and there is only one arrival of aperiodic task). The increase is due to more possibilities to be tested when a

system has more processors.

Nonetheless, as the results are based on simulations (since real experiments are not easily feasible), the scheduling time in

our experiments does not significantly change as the task queue length could foresee. This difference is due to the additional

complexity related to our simulation framework (handling of arrays in time standing for schedules on processors), which will

not be present in reality and the real scheduling time will be shorter.

Finally, the scheduling time of ONEOFF&CYCLIC is roughly 5 orders of magnitude greater than the one of ONEOFF. This

huge gap is mainly due to the significant difference in task periods: between 500ms and 60000ms. To better evaluate this

impact on scheduling time, we modified Scenario APSS to Scenario APSS-modified, as described in Section V.

Figure 12 represent the scheduling time of Scenario APSS-modified for ONEOFF and ONEOFF&CYCLIC during the no-

communication phase as a function of the number of processors. The trend of scheduling time during the communication

phase is again similar to the ones in Figure 12 and the values are multiplied by a number within the range from 5 to 10 for

ONEOFF&CYCLIC and by 2 for ONEOFF (when a system has less than 6 processors).

The scheduling time of ONEOFF&CYCLIC is roughly 3 orders of magnitude greater than the one of ONEOFF. We conclude

that the idea to reduce the substantial difference in the task periods accelerates the scheduling time. Therefore, we suggest to

teams building CubeSats to avoid tasks with very short and very long periods to be scheduled together.

C. Fault Injection

In this section, we evaluate the fault tolerance of both algorithms for Scenario APSS. We consider the ”Earliest Deadline”

policy for ONEOFF and the ”Minimum Slack” policy for ONEOFF&CYCLIC.

Figure 13 represent the number of faults (injected with fault rate 1 ·10−5 fault/ms, which corresponds to the worst estimated

fault rate in the real space environment [18]) and their proportion respectively impacting simple and double tasks as a function
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Figure 13: Number of faults (injected with fault rate 1 · 10−5 fault/ms) and their proportion respectively impacting simple and

double tasks (ONEOFF; Scenario APSS)
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Figure 14: System performances at different fault injection rates as a function of the number of processors (ONEOFF; Scenario

APSS; no-communication phase)

of the number of processors. Albeit only values for ONEOFF are shown, the ones for ONEOFF&CYCLIC are similar. We

remind the reader that presented results were computed as an average of 20 simulations and thereby they may not be integers.

The number of impacted tasks remains almost constant and there is no significant difference between two algorithms nor

between communication phases. Furthermore, double tasks are rarely impacted, which is due to their shorter execution time

when compared with simple tasks. We also studied other fault rates (graphs not shown in this paper). As expected, the higher

the fault rate, the more faults. Nonetheless, the proportions of impacted simple and double tasks remain the same.

Figure 14 depict the rejection rate and system throughput for no-communication phase as a function of the number of

processors. Qualitatively similar results were obtained for ONEOFF during the communication phase and for both phases of

ONEOFF&CYCLIC. The higher the number of processors, the lower the rejection rate and the higher the system throughput

because the number of tasks to be executed aboard the CubeSat is always the same for a given phase. The rejection rate stands

for the schedulability as described in Section IV, i.e. if a fault occurs during a PC execution, the corresponding backup copy

is scheduled. Nonetheless, a backup copy may be impacted by a fault too. Since such a task was not correctly executed, it

does not contribute to the system throughput.

Moreover, the studied metrics do not change significantly up to 1 · 10−4 fault/ms, which is higher than the worst estimated

fault rate in the real space environment (10−5 fault/ms [18]). The same conclusions were made for other two scenarios (RANGE

and APSS-modified) as well.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper evaluated the performances of two online algorithms meant for CubeSats, which operate in the harsh space

environment and are vulnerable to faults. To make CubeSats fault tolerant, these algorithms schedule all tasks aboard the

CubeSat, detect faults and take appropriate measures in order to deliver correct results.

While the first algorithm (called ONEOFF) considers all tasks as aperiodic tasks, the second one (named ONEOFF&CYCLIC)

distinguishes aperiodic and periodic tasks when searching for a new schedule. Each algorithm can use different ordering policies

to sort a task queue. The presented results based on two real CubeSat scenarios show that it is useless to consider systems

with more than six processors and that ONEOFF performs better than ONEOFF&CYCLIC in terms of the rejection rate and

the scheduling time. ONEOFF&CYCLIC can be more efficient in applications where there are only a few changes in the set of

periodic tasks. Therefore, we suggest that teams, which design their CubeSats gathering all processors together on one board,

put into practice rather ONEOFF.

Finally, it was found that the studied algorithms perform well also in a harsh environment.

As our future work, we are about to further evaluate energy constraints, which play an important role to ensure real-time

execution of tasks because a CubeSat spends one third of its orbit in the eclipse with limited power supply.
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